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WOMENS’ RESOURCE BUS: SF COUNTY JAIL #2 DESIGN WORKSHOP

Deanna Van Buren, principal 
of Designing Justice + 

Designing Spaces, led a team 
of volunteers this spring in 

holding a workshop with the 
women at the SF Jail #2.

At the week long workshop, 
the women created collages, 
models of buses, and through 

body work learned about 
dimensioning and space.

The insight learned 
and gathered from this 

experience was invaluable.
Speaking with the users who 
have firsthand knowledge of 
needs and context brings a 

higher level of understanding 
and capability of functioning. 



WOMEN’S DESIGN WORK: Refuge Collages



WOMEN’S DESIGN WORK: Pattern-making



WOMEN’S DESIGN WORK: Bus Models



WOMEN’S RESOURCE BUS: Resource Matrix

After disseminating our  
accumulated data from 

the two workshops,
we arriv ed at a set of 
categories which best 
describe the resource 
needs and desires of

the women who will use  
this mobile women ’s 

re-ent ry shelter .

WiFi

Food Entertainment

Safety
(Security)

Starter Pack
(Goods-To-Go)

Nature

Connectivity
(Technology)

Hygiene

Helping Hand
(Human Service)

Health



NATURE

Many of the women 
described a strong sense of 
peacefulness when being 
around nature. Water was 

especially evocative for 
many of the women, and 

some spoke of tending and 
nurturing plants and gardens. 

They all liked the idea of 
having life around them.

After spending so much 
time apart from fresh air and 
natural light, a very popular 

design idea was that of 
skylights + a view of the stars.

WOMEN’S RESOURCE BUS: Nature



HYGIENE

Cleanliness was interestingly 
of the utmost priority and 
concern for most of the 

women. They wanted the bus 
to be easily sterilized, and 

surface materials that were 
easy to wipe down.

The women also voiced the 
desire to be able to freshen 
up and prepare themselves 
for confronting the world.

Vanities and mirrors; spaces 
to fix hair and makeup.

WOMEN’S RESOURCE BUS: Hygiene



There were a range of health 
concerns voiced, whether 

preventative supplies, such 
as condoms and Narcan, or 
access to HIV testing and 

counseling. All of the women 
agreed a first aid kit was 

important to have available.

HEALTH

WOMEN’S RESOURCE BUS: Health



Coffee! Snacks!
While some of the women 
wanted the ability to cook 

a real meal with healthy 
ingredients, others felt it was 

unnecessary use of space. 
However all of the women 
agreed that having snacks 
available was important. 

Healthy food was a priority, 
as well as things that

satisfied a personal palette, 
instead of  the generic food 

most recently eaten.

It should be noted however, 
that coffee and donuts was 

equally popular.

FOOD

WOMEN’S RESOURCE BUS: Food



WOMEN’S RESOURCE BUS: Connectivity

CONNECTIVITY

One of the most important 
resources in demand was 

access to the outside world, 
whether news or research via 
internet access, wi-fi, a phone 
to contact family and friends, 

and power sources so cell 
phones can be charged and 

ready for the day ahead.

WiFi



Contrary to our assumptions 
that the women would want 
to sleep, the women were 

more interested in occupying 
their time with personal 

entertainment. Organization 
was also a priority in terms of 
spatial quality-- clutter is to 

be avoided at all costs.

Many women were 
enthusiastic about being able 

to watch tv or a movie, but 
they tended to prefer the 

idea of a personal tablet with  
headphones as opposed to a 

shared viewing area.

The intent seemed utimately 
to collect oneself before 

beginning the day.

ENTERTAINMENT

WOMEN’S RESOURCE BUS: Entertainment



SAFETY

Safety was perhaps the 
overall highest priority.

Many ideas were floated, 
from secure places to store 

personal belongings, to 
security cameras, and/or 

guards doing rounds.

The ability and assurance of 
safety in that first night was 
very important, not only for 
themselves, but above all 

else they desired to protect 
as many women as possible.

WOMEN’S RESOURCE BUS: Safety



Nearly unanimous was the 
desire for a full-time aid 

worker on the bus, and many 
of the women embraced the 

idea of hiring women who 
had also been through the 
experience, and could offer 

unique support and insight to 
the challenges that lie ahead.

HELPING HANDS

WOMEN’S RESOURCE BUS: Helping Hands



A package of essentials,
to get started on one’s own.

Desired items ranged from 
basic hygiene products, 
to clothes such as clean 

underwear and sweatpants 
which would allow the 
women to feel better 

and face the world more 
confidently than in the 

donated mens jeans the 
women are given upon 

release.

STARTER PACK

WOMEN’S RESOURCE BUS: Starter Pack



WOMEN’S RESOURCE BUS: Design Priorities

IMPO RTANCE
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WOMEN’S RESOURCE BUS: Spatial Zones

PASSIVE

ACTIVE

PERSONAL

PRACTICAL

At the workshops,
we spent significant 
time discussing the 
different  types of 

activities the women 
wanted the bus to be 

able to facilitate.

As we reflected on 
the conversation, 
there were four 
categories of
activity that

became apparent:



WOMEN’S RESOURCE BUS Spatial Zones: Changing / Grooming / Personal Zone



WOMEN’S RESOURCE BUS Spatial Zones: Sleeping / Individual / Passive Zone



WOMEN’S RESOURCE BUS Spatial Zones: Tech / Work / Practical Zone



WOMEN’S RESOURCE BUS Spatial Zones: Kitchen / Lounge / Active Zone



WOMEN’S RESOURCE BUS: Exterior Visualization





WOMEN’S RESOUCE BUS: Textile Design #1



WOMEN’S RESOUCE BUS: Textile Design #1



WOMEN’S RESOUCE BUS: Textile Design #1



WOMEN’S RESOUCE BUS: Textile Design #1



WOMEN”S RESOURCE BUS: Textile Design #2



WOMEN”S RESOURCE BUS: Textile Design #2




